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Transcript of Film Interview

John Wilson

Key: FG = Frank Gillard
JW = John Wilson
Names in Bold Type

....... Denotes interviewee hesitation

FG: (Introduction) It's 11 August 1993 and this is Frank Gillard, today in conversation with
John Wilson, who has recently retired as Controller of Editorial Policy at the BBC and we're
talking at his home near Great Missenden in Berkshire.

FG: You were appointed as Controller Editorial Policy in 1987, this was a newpost. How
was it all handled before you came in?
JW: Yes it was a new post, some of the duties had previously been done by Assistant
Director General. Mandatory referrals, permissions for secret recordings, things of that kind
had been done by him. Also the responsibilities Ihad for making sure that the BBC
programmes did not offend any National security matters they had fallen to him as wen. So
the duties Ihad which had existed previously were largely those that had been seen to,
amongst other things by the Assistant Director General.

FG: And he'd now gone of course, this wasAlan Protheroe.
JW: Yes, he had gone at about the time I became Controller Editorial Policy.

FG: Yes,I thought so .Well,what would say was thejob description for C};''''P?
JW: The idea was to have someone who would be a touchstone for Editorial standards for
all of the factual programmes for the BBC, that's Television and Radio, National Television,
National Radio, Local Radio, Regional Television and of course Internationally as well. I
thing one of the concerns had been that programme makers all over the BBC, in what is
nowadays and was certainly true then, an ever changing programme making population,
needed someone to whom they could tum to who'd had quite a lot of experience of editorial
issues and to whom they could say, 'look we have this problem, what do you think we should
do'. That really was my role, was to give advise and guidance to programmes ad hoc, as they
needed it but also to be a source for the stating of programme standards after discussions and
whatever.

FG: Wereyou a sort of one man band? Whodid you work to?
JW: I was a one man band, I had a secretary. I was part of the Policy and Planning Unit
but Editorially I answered directly to the Deputy Director General and as the need arose to
the Director General.

FG: Did you have to refer to them very much?
JW: I had to refer to them, not very much for decision. I had a lot to do for them with
regard to keeping them informed because our analysis of things that had gone wrong during
the early and mid '80s included the concern that quite often when there was a row, a big issue
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that broke, that is was quite likely that the Director General of the Assistant Director General
or the Controller of Northern Ireland or which ever Controller which was involved, the first
they heard of it was when it became a row. They were often then taken by surprise, so part of
my job was to know when problems were going to arise or were likely to arise and to keep
the Director General and the Deputy Director General informed so that at the very least they
were equipped with explanations and answers.

FG: You were the BBC's early warning system?
JW: I was indeed. Which meant that Programmes had to keep me informed.

FG: You came in when John Birt came in, more or less.
JW: Into that role yes. He arrived early in '87 and I became ...he asked me to do this job. I
actually took it up in September 1987.

FG: I wonder ifyou could tell us what was involved in the revolution in News and Current
Affairs that John Birt addressed.
JW: The first thing was that the News and Current Affairs Directorate was to be formed.
And although I was not to be part of it because myjob as Controller Editorially Policy
covered a lot more than the programmes that were to come out of News and Current Affairs,
they covered Documentaries and all sorts of other things as well, they covered the whole
range of Local Radio and Regional Television too, which were not going to be included - a
lot of journalism there, which was not going to be included in the News and Current Affairs
Directorate. But, nonetheless I was a very strong supporter of the idea of setting up a News
and Current Affairs Directorate. That if you like was a structural change which Michael
Checkland had committed himself to and it was I think the first responsibility of great
importance which was given to John Birt to carry out. lmportantly also, there was to be as far
as possible a change of editorial approach, especially with the more considered programmes
like Panorama. One of the problems of the early and mid '80s had been that there were a
number of programmes which, however journalisticly well founded they were, could not be
sustained when they were legally challenged. I'm thinking of, for instance the Panorama
called Maggie's Militant Tendency. I'm thinking of the That's Life programme involving
Doctor Gee, both of these cost the BBC significant amounts of money, probably more
importantly, as significant amount of reputation. They were very damaging. Now the problem
was, how could you continue to do tough journalism that was also going to be as legally
sound as you could possibly make it. And I became an integral part of the process whereby,
in particular, the Panoramas' were subject to very detailed-let us call it vetting, editorial
vetting. There had been a lot of ill judged and ill informed criticism of this process. The idea
was not to make them politically safe, it was to make them legally sound and there were a lot
of programmes subjected to that process. I'm thinking of programmes on Northern Ireland by
John Wear in particular. I thinking of the programme on Robert Maxwell. I'm thinking of
Ruth Corbet's programme on the Super Gun in Iraq, which although it was held up for a
couple of weeks, was held up because it needed more evidence than it had for a critical part
of the programme. It seems to me that that process whereby a number of us, the Deputy
Director General, myself, the Director and subsequently, Managing Director of News and
Current Affairs, the Editor of Panorama, perhaps the Deputy Editor of Panorama, the
Researcher, the Reporter, one Lawyer certainly, perhaps two would sit down and go through
draft scripts of programmes and say 'what does this mean, what's your evidence for it' and
we'd say, 'look, the evidence doesn't seem strong enough for the assertion your making. Either
you have to change the words or get stronger evidence'. That process which was a very
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difficult, and long process, nonetheless made a significant numbers of programmes
significantly stronger than they would have been if they had not been subject to it .And what
is interesting is that we had these strong programmes and we had no legal challenges.

FG: Of course, this was aperiod of great expansion of BBC journalism.
JW: Yes, besides the News and Current Affairs Directorate being created, one of the
things that happened over the next few years was that a great many more specialist
Correspondents were appointed, more reporters were appointed and there was a
strengthening of the foreign coverage. I was very often envious of this, I would very much
have liked to have had half the resources when I was Editor News and Current Affairs as
there seemed to be subsequently.

FG: And it did complete. did it not. the total integration of news and current affairs in the
BBe?
JW: It was very significant, I think for Television, more so than for Radio, because for
quite a number of years Radio News and Radio Current Affairs had operated along side each
other and working together but Television News and Television Current Affairs, besides
being physically separated, Current Affairs at Lime Grove and Television News at Television
Centre, they were also quite far apart in editorial terms and they too came to live within
..under the same umbrella.

FG: And Bush House?
JW: Bush House remained separate. There always has been for, twenty years now, a very
strong 'intake co-operation' between Bush House and the rest of the BBC. Where
Correspondents and Reporters for the Domestic Services served Bush House and Bush House
Correspondents and Reporters served the Domestic Services.

FG: Couldyou tell us a bit about the relationship between the BBC and the Political
Parties. There always watching you I'm sure and criticising you. Didyou have problems with
them, problems with balance and so on?
JW: I think we've always got a problem with balance in the sense that the political
parties will want a proportion which we are not prepared to give them, usually. Because it
would mean giving a disproportionate amount of attention to one party against another. So
one expects to have a hassle with a political parties all the time but the '80s were a period of
very difficult political criticism of the BBC and it wasn't about political balance it was about
the nature of the BBC during the Thatcher years. Where the Organisation in its very nature
was an anathema, I think, to the more extreme parts of the Thatcher belief The fact that it
was compulsory funded from a licence, attacks, rather than earning it money in the market -
that was the first thing that went against it and when you consider the question, 'is he one of
us or are they of us', I think the BBC quite often was seen as not being so and quite rightly, it
shouldn't be part of anything other than part of the Country. It has a purpose to serve which is
quite different from the purpose of a Governing Party. It was also commercially on the wrong
side of the Conservative supporting newspapers who had aspirations to get into broadcasting
and of course once you had such a powerful organisation as the BBC sitting on a very large
chunk of the broadcasting in the Country, then there were commercial envies which were
given rise to this time. So, wither deliberately or accidentally I don't know. The BBC was
de-stabilised by a combination of Political and Commercial interests and in many ways it was
quite a horrid period. It was one of the things I think which made my job probably more
important than I thought it was going to be - because I think there was a lot of nervous
BBeHistory john Wilson Recorded II August 1993
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programme makers who needed a bit of reassurance. Because quite often they turned to me,
not really for me to make a decision but for me to assure them that they were on the right
lines and I think that was the result of the fact that the BBC was being beaten up, pushed and
shoved and pummelled for a very long time, relentlessly, week after week, month after month
during the '80s. It was a very serious situation.

FG: Did it get worse at Election times.
JW: Oh yes, the natural excitements of election times made the position even more
difficult, but we had a lot of experience about conducting elections and so long as we were
satisfied that what we were doing could be justified, we just had to put our heads down and
to get on with it. Ithink that's the point, there's not much mileage in saying ,is this course of
action right or wrong. What you have to say is this course of action decently justified and if it
is decently justified then you should do it.

FG: Whatwasyou policy about Opinion Polls?
JW: That came to a head during the 1992 election and then of course after that. Once we
had the 1992 election result we realised how misleading polls could be but we had spent a
number of years trying to persuade, to convince programme makers that although Opinion
Polls had all the beguiling qualities of mathematical certainty they were actually extremely
unreliable. The only trouble was you didn't know when they were unreliable and when they
were reliable. So what we tried to do was to infuse the reporting of Opinion Polls with a
degree of scepticism and try to get people to look at not at the results of one poll but at the
way the polls were moving or not moving over a period of time. But even this was no
safeguard for the fact that the polls totally failed during the 1992 election. However, they will
still go on being conducted and they will still go on being reported.

FG: John Birt, of course, great apostle of the mission to explain doctrine. Can you carry
out a mission to explain without...keeping within the bounds of no editorialising?
JW: Well, you probably knew Professor Jordan, he would have said 'it depends what you
mean by editorialise'. Its seems to me the choices between plain, un- embellished information
or a degree of well informed interpretation. What we mustn't do is .. let us say the
Government announces a new policy, is to say wither we believe that to be a good policy or a
bad policy. But it is perfectly proper, provided your Commentator is expert enough, to say,
'this policy is not likely to succeed'. That doesn't seem to me to be editorialising. It seems to
me to be helping the audience to understand what is happening and what is going to happen.
I'm all in favour of expert interpretation. Very strongly in favour.
FG: But you are a very clear headed man and not everyone is. Seems to me it is very
difficult really to interpret the News withoutputting a little emphasis one way or another,
let's go on.....
JW: ....But inevitability you do but some interpretation, even the choice of subjects you
see is a comment. .
FG: ....Yes,selection is an editorial act...

FG: Canyou say anything about consistency across the all Channels, leading with the
same topic or not leading with the same topic.
JW: We really abandoned the idea that a 'lead was a lead' for whoever was going to be
broadcasting the News and became quite lenient and recognised the interests, of lets say of,
Newsbeat on Radio 1were not necessarily the same of those for the Nine o'clock News on
BBC 1.
BBe History John Wilson Recorded 11August 1993
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FG: TheBBC Channels in Television and Radio were after all directed at different
audiences weren't they?
JW: Yes, that's right and as the amount of news being broadcast by the BBC on National
Radio and National Television increased, we evolved away from the idea that 'a lead was a
lead " wherever it was going to be broadcast. That didn't mean that the programmes were
totally free to do whatever was their inclination, they had to have good reason but there were
times when the interests of News beat on Radio 1 were not the same as the interests of the
Nine o'clock News on BBC]. After all a story that Nine o'clock News might be leading on
may well have been running for most of the day on Radio and they were looking to
something fresh or whatever so the attitude became, 'No you don't have to lead on the same
things', though of course quite often they did lead on the same things, 'but if you weren't
going to then let us have good reasons for not doing so'. We were not delivering tablets of
stone, we were delivering fallible judgements for different audiences.

FG: And, of course, you were relying on theprofessional journalism of you staff
JW: Of course. And they were the ones who knew what was available, what they had
previously broadcast and Ithink News has to be done in that way, rather than decisions being
handed down, the imperatives have to arise from the people who know all of the stories of
the day.

FG: In your term in this Office we saw a considerable increase in the degree and intensity
of Investigative Journal ism in the BBe. Did you have any rules about that, about such things
as surreptitious recording andfilming, that kind of thing?
JW: The BBC has quite strong rules and had quite strong rules about secret recordings,
which are either called Secret Recording or Surreptitious Recording, Concealed Filming,
whatever it is. They had them, I think, since soon after the Annan Committee Report and for
a long time the decision wither to allow a secret recording was made by the Director General.
During Alistair Milne's time Ihad taken a number of these to him because these should have
come through the Assistant Director General but in his absence Iacted for him and there
were times when Iwould go into see Alistair Milne and the political storm was crashing
around his head and there Iwas asking him to approve secret filming of prostitutes in the red
light district of Brooms grove, or wherever. And one of the things that John Birt and I agreed
early on was that Iwould give, as Controller Editorial Policy, would give the approvals for
secret recordings and only exceptionally, let us say they want to bug the Home Secretary, ha
ha .. something like that.... it would have been wise to have got the highest approval in the
BBC, as it happened nobody wanted to bug the Home Secretary so it didn't arise and the
approval for secret recordings rested with me. A much more sensible arrangement. It also
meant that Iwas able to control the policy and during my time a Controller Editorial Policy it
became a more relaxed approach. People had to prove, according to the rules, that the
recording would be important and necessary and couldn't be ...the material couldn't be
obtained by other means but Irecognised that for programmes like Watchdog on BBCl, for
Face the Facts on Radio 4 and similar programmes elsewhere, that properly and carefully
used secret recording is important and it uncovers villainy when other methods would fail
and in the end it helped ordinary people, which seem to me to be of great importance.

FG: Couldyou tell us now something about theproblems you had over civil unrest - in the
streets, particularly in Northern Ireland of course but in Britain too and your dealings with
the Police over those matters.
BBe History John Wilson Recorded 11August 1993
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JW: The 70s and 80s saw a great deal of unrest and the Newsgatheres meaning the
Reporters, meaning the camera crews, meaning the Radio car engineers, they recognised that
by comparison with earlier times they were much more likely to find themselves in violent
situations and themselves be endangered than hitherto. Britain became a more violent
society, wither it was political protest, wither it was violence attending soccer matches or
whatever it was and there was many dimensions to this thing. When unrest had racial
connotations there were different sets of problems. One of the issues that we had to tackle
was the possibility of copy-cat violence, did it exist, to what extent did it exist, was there
anything you could do about it. One of the big problems that arose during this time was the
attitude of the police, who saw the value of, especially of filmed evidence or I should say
video taped evidence and we struggled on and off for a very long time with this problem. It is
not a resolvable issue I think in the end because what we have a pretty decent system of Law,
requiring best evidence in the interests of justice but we also have a system of media
reporting whichvery properly needs to protect its own purposes and needs to protect its
ability to do its job and it needs to protect the people who are doing that job and I think the
people who have to operate on the ground recognise that every time the police use Television
material to prosecute someone, then dangerous situations are made more dangerous. I think
the Law shouldbe changed so as to make it more difficult for the police to get at that
material.

FG: TheBBe did resist police demandsfor the handing over of unusedfilm material.
FW: That's right. Very strong policy that when un-transmitted material is wanted for
purposes of prosecution, or even for purposes of defence, then it should only be handed over
in response to a Court Order. Unfortunately, Court Orders are granted to readily. They should
be granted lessreadily than they are. Hardly ever do the police fail in a request made to a
Court. The Judges come down on the side of the police and there have been a number of
instances where I think it was not justified.

FG: And what was the Kidnap agreement you had?
FW: This arose during the kidnap ....the idea of an agreement over kidnaps arose with
Scotland Yardduring the early 70s and there was an understanding which existed for a
number of years. It was never written down for the media but during the 80s a number of
police forces started to make approaches with a view to getting a similar agreement and
eventually I was responsible for getting the Kidnap Agreement extended to all police forces
in England andWales and of course it meant to all the news media as well because it means
a Black-out. When ever there is a kidnap, when the police believe the victim is in danger and
it simply brides for a procedure whereby they can request a Black-out which we observe in
return for full information.

FG: Northern Ireland must have been your biggest headache, wasn't it?
JW: Itwas a very big headache indeed, for a very long time, starting in the late 60s. Apart
from being frequently horrid and distressing there was the abiding concern that things we
reported mightmake a bad situation worse. But we have developed a considerable expertise
in the reportingof terrorism and violence, largely because of Northern Ireland but also
because of some of the Middle Eastern related terrorism as well and I think things by the end
of the 80s, although the situation in Northern Ireland had improved not one jot, we had a
more relaxed approach. I think perhaps this was a sad comment in some ways in that there
was a more fatalistic attitude. But our job was greatly complicated in 1988, in October 1988
when the Government imposed, what has become known as, the Northern Ireland ban. That's
BBC History John Wilson Recorded 11August 1993
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the Order from the Home Secretary, who was then the relevant Secretary of State that we
should not carry the voices of representatives of a number of terrorist organisations or there
supporters, SinnFein being the most significant organisation to be affected by this. I believed
in the beginning and believed more strongly as we went along, that it was a policy that was
crass, it was a policy that grossly interfered with the ability of broadcasting to do its job
properly and to my mind it has not contributed at all to the fight against terrorism and in fact
may have made things worse by appearing to the people on the Republican or Nationalist
side of the divide in Northern Ireland, to be yet another against them.

FG: But you had to work in conjunction with Controller Northern Ireland, I take it?
JW: That's right. For a long time News and Current Affairs in particular and other
programmes dealing with Northern Ireland, had to make sure that the BBC in Northern
Ireland knew what they were up to and I became one of the channels whereby I would say,
'look, make sure you talk to the Controller or to the Head of Current Affairs', or whatever. It
became one of my purposes to make sure that all of the things that were being done about
Northern Ireland were done with a knowledge and in the advice from the BBC in Northern
Ireland, where there is a great deal of expertise and it wouldn't be right for other programmes,
wither they were being made in Glasgow or London of Bristol or wherever, not to make use
of that expertise.

FG: I alwaysfelt that the staff in Northern Ireland were greatly, dangerously, perilously
exposed over there to all sorts of dangers which arose from the Civil War in that Country
and I wondered very much wither the personal dangers andperils were, a/those staff, were
sufficiently appreciated at Headquarters.
JW: I think:they were. Because it was particularly bad during the early 70s and various
things, I think:,were done by way of comfort to BBC people in Northern Ireland but it was
one of those things where really, in a sense, you couldn't do enough and, I think... there is
always a tendency in the BBC that away from the centre you feel out on a limb and I think:
the BBC should always go to extraordinary lengths to make its people in Northern Ireland
feel to be a full and proper part of the family.

FG: Did the Gulf Warpresent you with special problems?
JW: Any war like that presents great problems but we carried over a number of lessons we
had learnt during the Falklands war. We were particularly alert to the dangers of broadcasting
information which might be of help to the enemy. For that reason, we willing not to identify
the positions of the Ground Forces in Saudi Arabia- just how far away from the Border they
were, which part of the Border and that kind of thing. We were also very alert to the problem
of Next of Kin - by that I mean that we have a general rule, wartime or outside of wartime
whereby we say, 'look if we can at avoid it, a person should not learn from a Radio
programme or a Television programme that someone close to them {Temporary halt to
interview}{continues..}The BBC has general policy wither inPeacetime or in Wartime that
no person should learn from aRadio programme or a Television programme that someone
close to them has been killed or has been seriously injured. Now that becomes a very acute
problem duringwartime and we had very elaborate guidelines which as the war in the Gulf
continued became even more elaborate. Itwasn't entirely satisfactory because it was nearly
impossible to get the complete agreement of the local newspapers on how to approach this
matter. But we struggled very hard with this issue and I think our performance was very
decent, very proper.
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FG: You had problems over the Television series on National Security, it was called
Secret Society. Tell us about that?
JW: That was mostly before my time as Controller Editorial Policy, but when I was in that
position it was decided that the programme that had been ceased, the Zircon programme and
about which the BBC had had some doubts originally should in fact be shown. I was asked to
refer it to the Secretary of the 'D' Notice Committee, who having watched it said,' although it
had been widely shown in pirated version there was still something in it highly sensitive', so
he asked would we not show it and I said explain to me what it is, he said,' it's to sensitive
even to be explained to you'. So I told ..1reported this to the Deputy Director General who
took some advice by other means-on the Security front and was told, well we think that
whatever damage was to be done has already been done, therefore there is no reason not to
show it.

FG: What did you feel about the use of that particular journalist, Duncan Cambell?
JW: Well, I think he is a very good investigative journalist but I think it was more a
comment about the state of the BBC at the time. The BBC was at sixes and sevens in its
higher reaches while those programmes were being made and while they were proper
questions to be asked, especially of someone as investigative as Duncan Cambell is, I think
the BBC had reached a point where on something like this, because there was such
disturbance between the Board of Management and the Board of Governors, between the
BBC and Government, whatever and the storm was blowing all the time, that there was an
inability to make a cool decision and to make them properly and this one fell foul of that
state of affairs.

FG: Can you tell us quite about the Drydon shooting?
JW: Yes, this was ... occurred in ....the Drydon shooting occurred in the North East of
England as a result of a planning dispute and because it had been a long running story we
were there with cameras, as other cameras were there, when the house was to be demolished
by the Local Authority and we had the pictures of the man shooting, shooting dead, the Chief
Planning Officer. We showed the shot.. the fatal shot being fired but we never showed the
man who was himself shot. We then put serious restrictions on subsequent use of even the
fatal shot.

FG: The Westland affair - would you tell us about that?
JW: As everyone will remember the Westland affair caused a great political disturbance, a
great political dispute, but we had an interesting example of Government trying to lean on a
BBC programme. Itwas when there was reported disagreement between two of the
Secretatys of State, one Leon Brittan and one Michael Heseltine and they were reported to
be taking a different approach but it had not fully come out into the open. Leon Brittan was
interviewed for the Radio programme, The World this Week-End, which is the Sunday stable
mate of The World at One and he did an interview down the line, from his constituency in
the North of England and he made remarks which were very clear and distinct about the
issues and where he stood. The programme was then to interview Michael Heseltine and he
was intended to be live from a studio in Oxford. I was at home, as Editor News and Current
Affairs, on the Sunday I received a call from the programme about 12.30 pm, that is about
half an hour before the programme was due to start and was told, ' you will probably be
getting a call from Downing Street, they are trying to stop an interview we have done with
Leon Brittan'. So I asked what it was all about and I said, 'Well look, let's try and appear to be
reasonable, say to them that we understand that he may have got something wrong, so give
BBe History John Wilson Recorded 11August 1993
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him an opportunity to do it again', knowing full well that that was not the point, but at least it
would have made us seem to be adopting a reasonable position. And they came back and
said, 'No, there's no question ..... it mustn't be used' and I said, 'well we can't have that, so you
go ahead and use it'. Attempts were also made byDowning Street to prevent Michael
Heseltine getting into the studio at Oxford and what they did was they phoned up just before
the programme was about to start and asked for Heseltine to be brought to the telephone but
we were also alert to this danger at this time, so the people at Radio Oxford were told,
'Whatever you do say, there's no question you cannot speak to Michael Heseltine he's already
in the studio'. So, in fact, both interviews went out as planned and it was very obvious from
those two interviews that the question of 'collective responsibility of Cabinet' was not
operating in this case and both resigned from the Cabinet very soon afterwards.

FG: I'd also likeyou to tell us about the informer. where you had to protect a source.
JW: This was towards the end of 1992. The informer was in the Television series,Inside
Story. Itwas a programme done by the reporter Jobn Ware. Itwas about ... and featured a
man who had worked for the police in Northern Ireland and who at their behest had
infiltrated the higher reaches of the IRA. Now this man been paid many thousands of pounds
by the RUC for the dangerous work that he did and we were interested in his story because
we had done quite a lot of programmes about the short comings of the Security Forces in
various respects and I had been keen for some time to be able to do a programme which gave
us an insight into the murky and violent world of the IRA. And as everybody will imagine
that is not an easything to do. This man was going to give us a 'passport' as it were into this
world because he had known it very intimately. He had got used to receiving large amounts
of money and he said he would need to be paid handsomely for his interview and eventually
and very unusuallywe agreed to pay him Twenty Thousand Pounds. We thought it was worth
while for the unusualness of the insight and after all it was money going to a man who risked
his own life in the fight against terrorism. What we didn't know, at the time of agreeing, was
that during the interview when it came to be done he would confess to taking part in the
killing of a soldier in Northern Ireland - which he did, he said he drove the car to a street in
East Belfast taking two IRA men with him. They got out went to the house; two shots were
fired, the soldierwas killed, they returned to the car and he drove them away. We had agreed
that he would be disguised in the programme. He was heavily 'made up' so that even his
mother would not have recognised him, his voice was lowered a pitch and his true name was
not given and of course, the police were then very interested once the programme was
broadcast in his story of the killing of the soldier. They knew who he was and they in fact
interviewed him.., went to talk to him after he appeared in the programme but he would not
confirm to them that it was him who had been in the programme. We couldn't confirm to
them his real namebecause of the promise of anonymity that we had given him. It became a
very heavy issue altogether and in the end, in order to protect our people from one of those
awful occasions where they have to go to Court and to defy a Judge and refuse to name
someone, I went against the normal policy of not allowing the police un-transmitted material.
And we gave them all of the interview. Something like six hours of interview when thirty
five minutes onlyor so had been used, in the hope that this would pursued them not to go to
Court and seek a Court Order - which up to now they have not done. So even strong rules like
not handing overun-transmitted material to the police need to be broke from time to time, in
a better interest.

FG: What about the banning of the Danny Morrison short story?
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JW: This was a story which was commissioned from Danny Morrison, who had been
Director of Publicity for Sinn Fein and who was by this time in prison, in the Maze in
Northern Ireland, for his part in the kidnapping and torture of a suspected police informer.
And a producer in Radio, who should have known better, accepted a story from Danny
Morrison for broadcast, a short story. Northern Ireland got very concerned about this when
they learnt and they sought my advise and I agreed with them, that it would be unfortunate to
use someone like Danny Morrison, of whom one has to say, was a very bad man.- to use
someone like him for entertainment purposes. So he was told through his Solicitor that the
story would not be used and because the contract was such he wouldn't be paid either - he'd
signed a contract but it was for a payment for a story un-broadcast. It fell to me to write to
him when he later continued this campaign for this story to be used, for himself to be paid
and I had to be quite clear and open with him. He was trying to make out that we were
refusing it simply because he had a criminal conviction and I said, 'It was not criminal
conviction as such which was the point, it was his close connection with terrorism'. Itwas an
unfortunate incident. Itwas one where not enough foresight was been used. But frankly, I
think an awful lot of people, given that over three thousand people had been killed in
Northern Ireland and many many thousands injured, to have used a short story from someone
so closely connected with these events {End of Film roll, interviewee responses to this
question cease}

FG: Now this is a question that relates toyour early career in BBCjournalism but do tell
us about how the BBC got that great scoop on the Six Day Warbetween the Israelis and the
Arabs.
JW: The Elkins scoop during the Six Day War was a really, perhaps the most remarkable
bit of reporting during my time in the BBe. And although I wasn't involved at the time I
remember it very clearly and I came to know Michael Elkins subsequently very well indeed
and he told me. And the story being that, I think it was after only the first day or certainly
after only two days, Elkins sent a despatch which said it's virtually all over. This caused not a
little surprise and a great deal of consternation because people remember that in previous
Israel \ Arab wars they had slogged it out over a good many weeks. But Elkins reported that it
was virtually all over because the Israelis had knocked out the Egyptian Airforce on the
ground. And he was later to tell me how he got that story - he was in his flat in Tel Aviv or
Jerusalem wherever, very late at night; a knock on the door, an old friend was standing at the
door, covered in the dust of the desert in his uniform, 'Sorry to bother you Michael but do you
mind in have a shower, I've just driven four hours across the desert, I've an important
message for the Chief of Staff and I'm seeing him in half an hour, do you mind ..',Yes, come
in. I don't suppose you're going to tell me what it is' says Elkins, 'No, I can't tell you, I can
only tell you it is very important'. So after this chap had a shower and left, Elkins decided he
should go down to the Cabinet Office because if it was as important as all that then would
be ..there may well be some News in it. Elkins waited in an outer room. The Cabinet had
virtually ...continuous session through the closed doors. There were two sofas back to back
and being by now one or two O'clock in the morning, Elkins laid himself down on one of the
sofas. After a while the Prime Minister and the Minister of Defence emerged from the
Cabinet Room, sat down on the sofa on the other side to the one which Elkins was lying
down on and he overheard them. The Defence Minister reporting to the Prim Minister that
the Egyptian airforce had been knocked out. And that was the basis of Elkins scoop.

FG: Was it ethical to reveal it?
JW: Very difficult question. It didn't do any harm, as it happened, to reveal it.
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FG: Tell us about My Country Right or Wrong.
JW: This was a very big issue for the BBC in 1987. Not long after I'd become Controller
Editorial Policy, it was in the middle of the Spycatcher affair. Radio Current Affairs decided
they would do a short series of programmes, three only, about the work of the Secret
Services. What sort of work did they do, what was their accountability, if any, in order to
help people understand the controversy which was raging over the Spycatcher book. I was
consulted as to wither there was any danger that national security secrets might be disclosed
and I said, 'The way to approach this is for us to talk to the D Notice Secretary', which we
did, very thoroughly.We didn't let him see scripts because they included names and we didn't
want to give him any names but there were a number of past and present members of the
security services appearing in the programme, though none of them were saying
anything...remarkable. We explained to him the kinds of people who were appearing and the
things they were saying. So we gave him a very very thorough briefing about the
programmes. He came back to us, having consulted his contacts in the security services and
he told us that he had no advise to offer. Which is his code for saying these programmes
won't cause any harm. A couple of days before the first was due to be broadcast on Radio 4, a
little publicity story appeared in the Daily Telegraph which said that spies were queuing up to
appear in these programme. The Government went to the High Court because we wouldn't let
them have a look at the scripts, they said they wanted to see the scripts to make sure that they
wont do any harm. We said we've already made sure they wont do any harm. 'We've got to
make doubly sure'. 'We can't do that', we said, 'its not the way of an independent broadcasting
organisation to let you vet these scripts'. So they went to the High Court and got an
injunction. In other words a Court Order that until the matter had been resolved, we should
not broadcast the programmes. I was in and out of the High Court for weeks on end. The
injunction was in very severe terms. We succeeded in getting it relaxed but we did not
succeed in getting it lifted all together. The programmes were held up for five months and
eventually the Government saw the scripts because in the normal process of preparing for a
case, documents had to be handed over - the Exchange of Documents, normal legal process.
So by the process of Injunction the Government was able to get its hands on the very scripts
that we were denying it. The choice would have been to have refused to have given the
Government the Documents, in which case the injunction would have been made permanent
and nobody would ever have heard the programme. As it happened the Government saw the
scripts, realised that there was nothing harmful in them and the programmes went ahead five
months later. A salutary lesson.

FG: Now what about the first experiment in Parliamentary Broadcasting, you were in
charge of that?
JW: The first time the House of Commons was heard outside the House of Commons was
1975 and I was editorially in charge of that operation. I was then Editor of the Day in the
Newsroom at Broadcasting House. Itwas a month long experiment and it eventually gave
rise to the broadcasting of Parliament, I think it was in 1978, the permanent broadcasting. It
was quite an historic occasion, the material, it was sound only, therefore it was particularly
suited for Radio but the sound was used also on Television. So for a month people heard the
Commons at work and it was an immediate hit and I don't think that after that experiment
there was any doubt that it would be made permanent - it just took quite a number of years
before they eventually got round to it. But I do remember on one occasion saying that we
didn't want important visitors coming round because we were cramped in portable cabins on
Cromwell Green and there was not much space. But because things were so well in hand
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after the first few days, I agreed that the Leader of the House could come and visit us. The
Leader of the House at that time was Ted Short and I remember him being conducted in and
he was introduced to me . And he looked at me with his silver hair and his remarkable brown
eyes and his only word were,' Today in Parliament is anti-Government' and off he went. I
spent the next two days proving both to myself the BBC that Today in Parliament wasn't
anti-Government. But like any Labour Government it had trouble with its own Back Benchers
and they were particularly sensitive to that. One of the interesting things about that
experiment is that the BBC was very nervous about it and it thought that it wouldn't work but
it worked like a dream. And it worked like a dream from day one and it was a huge pleasure
to have been so closely involved in that.

FG: 'course its fully arrived now 'cos Television is.... it's a permanent thing isn't it. it
would be impossible to revoke it now.
JW: I don't ever see how it could now go away. Even though some of its effects may not
be desirable. I think Prime Minister's Question Time has become such a gladiatorial contest
that it of now not much value as a piece of illumination.

FG: In ten seconds, how do you look back on your BBC years, satisfying?
JW: Very satisfying, very challenging, very stimulating. There's no doubt that the BBC has
got to survive in a strong fonn and Governments will have made a very serious mistake if it
doesn't.

FG: Well thank you very much for the interview.

INTERVIEW ENDS
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